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Prediction: Week 9

Weather/Climate 
simulating spatial 

processes

How are models used to make Modern Predictions?

Systems Biology 
simulating non-spatial 

processes

Mobile Health 
statistical predictions  

of behavior

Genomics 
statistical predictions  

of physical traits

Algorithmic Prediction

“Models:” Mental,       Statistical,      Simulation,     , and PhysicalSTATISTICAL SIMULATION,

(Flavors of )

Discussion, re:Energy/Climate/Weather… tinyurl.com/genedforumdisc 

https://tinyurl.com/genedforumdisc


Discussions Discussions 
(Preview) 

see tinyurl.com/
genedforumdisc 

Discussion, re:Energy/Climate/Weather… tinyurl.com/genedforumdisc 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ZUUmrP9T-DGgaKARUJ68gFiSZGvUX12xt8zz6KiESIM/edit#gid=0
https://www.predictionx.org/forum/earth
https://tinyurl.com/genedforumdisc
https://tinyurl.com/genedforumdisc
https://tinyurl.com/genedforumdisc


Discussions 

1. Using tinyurl.com/genedforumdisc, join a group appropriate to the 
interview you chose for your assignment.  Groups need an even number 
of participants—you can add a TF. 

2. Move to the table for your group’s number, and then introduce 
yourselves by explaining which interview you chose. 

3. Choose a partner at your table, whose forum post you will comment on 
after reading it. 

4. Comment on your partner’s post, using the PredictionX forum. (A short 
paragraph will do.) 

5. When everyone’s done commenting, discuss what you’ve all learned and 
would you’d most want to know more about, concerning your topic.  

6. Imagine an Op-Ed piece your group would write together. Make some 
notes, in the style of an abstract or outline, on that what you’d write, 
using the Google Slides at tinyurl.com/genedforumdisc   

tinyurl.com/
genedforumdisc 

https://www.predictionx.org/forum/earth
https://tinyurl.com/genedforumdisc
https://tinyurl.com/genedforumdisc
https://tinyurl.com/genedforumdisc
https://tinyurl.com/genedforumdisc


predictionx.org/forum/predictionx-team/how-to-include-images-links-and-more-in-your-posts 

https://www.predictionx.org/forum/predictionx-team/how-to-include-images-links-and-more-in-your-posts
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INPUTS OUTPUTS

STATISTICAL

SIMULATION

“HUMAN”

Predictive 
System

COMBINATIONS

STATISTICAL

SIMULATION

“Models:” Mental,       Statistical,      Simulation,     , and PhysicalSTATISTICAL SIMULATION,

building a real 
object, in the 
real world

concerning 
cognition, 

psychology

Image credits: gohighbrow.com/mental-models/, https://www.bbc.com/news/av/health-30996506/3d-printed-heart-helps-to-save-girl-s-life

http://gohighbrow.com/mental-models/
https://www.bbc.com/news/av/health-30996506/3d-printed-heart-helps-to-save-girl-s-life


INPUTS OUTPUTS

STATISTICAL

SIMULATION

“HUMAN”

Predictive 
System

COMBINATIONS

STATISTICAL

SIMULATION

“Models:” Mental,       Statistical,      Simulation,     , and PhysicalSTATISTICAL SIMULATION,

Image credits: gohighbrow.com/mental-models/, https://www.bbc.com/news/av/health-30996506/3d-printed-heart-helps-to-save-girl-s-life

Only “SIMULATIONS” 
can have truly 

deterministic rules  
(but not all do)

http://gohighbrow.com/mental-models/
https://www.bbc.com/news/av/health-30996506/3d-printed-heart-helps-to-save-girl-s-life


“Simulation” or “Numerical Experiment”? 
• Simulation: goal is reality 
• Numerical Experiment: A “what if ” question, about one parameter or idea. 

What to do about critical inputs you can’t have? 
• e.g. underground activity in earthquake forecasting, true # of COVID-19 infections, aspects of human 

behavior? 

Is a more complicated system always better?  
• SimCity 2000 vs. The Sims…

Remember to always ask…



2D computational zones are 
called “pixels” or “grid cells”

3D computational zones are 
called “voxels” or “grid cells”

pixel voxel

#technology_theoretical_computation_and_math#resolution #simulation_or_model  



The rules applied in a simulation give an “update” for what happens in each 
“pixel” or “voxel” depending on what happens in neighboring cells.

voxelpixel

The resolution in any simulation cannot be finer, in space, than the size of the 
smallest grid cell, or in time than the smallest time step.



The resolution in any simulation cannot be finer, in space, than the size of the 
smallest grid cell, or in time than the smallest time step.

“Time Step n” “Time Step n+1”

RULES applied  
at each step

System is in some “state” 
shown by the arrangement 

of colors in the pixels

System is in new “state” shown 
by the new arrangement of 

colors in the pixels

Predictive 
System



The resolution in any simulation cannot be finer, in space, than the size of the 
smallest grid cell, or in time than the smallest time step.

Final Conditions

after total # of steps…

This starting state is 
determined by INPUTS 
to the predictive system.

At the last time step, the state 
of the simulation is the 

OUTPUT.

INPUTS OUTPUTSPredictive 
System

Initial Conditions 



How are models used to make Modern Predictions? 

Let’s start with a simulation where a “deterministic” rule leads to 
statistical (probabilistic) outcomes; later, we can talk AISTATISTICAL

SIMULATION



Simulation of “Random” Particle MotionsSIMULATION



Each particle moves within a range of speeds, in a random direction, at each time step.



With these rules, we can predict the “expected” area of the particles’ distribution.



…and how it should grow with time 



“Each particle moves within a range of speeds, in a random direction, at each time step.”
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With these RULES, we can predict the “expected” area of the particles’ distribution.

so expected distribution shape is a circle,  
with radius given by the orange line



And, if we had many more particles, and allowed for  
the effects of collisions, here’s what would happen. 

The evolving yellow path shows the path of one particle, “diffusing” from the center.



If there were many, many, many more particles, and the system reached 
“thermal equilibrium,” then the spread in velocities of particles in a similar 3D 
box would measure “temperature” of an ideal gas…
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1-𝝈 
width ∝“temperature”

m=particle mass k=Boltmann’s constant v=velocity (speed)T=temperature



(now imagine you also had gravity… 
we’ll leave that “3-body” problem discussion— 

of very non-deterministic physics,  for “Space Week”!)
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A variety of such examples are presented in The Signal and the Noise,  by Nate Silver
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Analytic Calculation 

(Mostly)
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Simulation
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Algorithmic PredictionSTATISTICAL

Data-Driven Estimation

Bayesian Statistical ReasoningRegression & Extrapolation

AI/Machine Learning

Simulation
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Bayesian Statistical Reasoning

This “how” video is too 
detailed for today—let’s look 

at “why,” for now. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OqmJhPQYRc8


Bayesian Updating in Decision-Making/Prediction

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t_Wjj87qWaQ


Algorithmic PredictionSTATISTICAL

Data-Driven Estimation

Bayesian Statistical ReasoningRegression & Extrapolation

AI/Machine Learning

Simulation

Analytic Calculation 



Data-Driven Estimation

predictionx.org/uncertainty-covid19 

e.g. IHME early COVID-19 forecasting

https://www.predictionx.org/uncertainty-covid19


Algorithmic PredictionSTATISTICAL

Data-Driven Estimation

Bayesian Statistical ReasoningRegression & Extrapolation

AI/Machine Learning

Simulation

Analytic Calculation 



Regression & Extrapolation

Regression

Extrapolation(Interpolation)
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Algorithmic PredictionSTATISTICAL

Data-Driven Estimation

Bayesian Statistical ReasoningRegression & Extrapolation

AI/Machine Learning

Simulation

Analytic Calculation 



AI/Machine Learning



Algorithmic PredictionSTATISTICAL

Data-Driven Estimation

Bayesian Statistical ReasoningRegression & Extrapolation

AI/Machine Learning

Simulation

Analytic Calculation 





https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Emidxpkyk6o


Discussions 

1. Using tinyurl.com/genedforumdisc, join a group appropriate to the 
interview you chose for your assignment.  Groups need an even number 
of participants—you can add a TF. 

2. Move to the table for your group’s number, and then introduce 
yourselves by explaining which interview you chose. 

3. Choose a partner at your table, whose forum post you will comment on 
after reading it. 

4. Comment on your partner’s post, using the PredictionX forum. (A short 
paragraph will do.) 

5. When everyone’s done commenting, discuss what you’ve all learned and 
would you’d most want to know more about, concerning your topic.  

6. Imagine an Op-Ed piece your group would write together. Make some 
notes, in the style of an abstract or outline, on that what you’d write, 
using the Google Slides at tinyurl.com/genedforumdisc   

tinyurl.com/
genedforumdisc 

https://www.predictionx.org/forum/earth
https://tinyurl.com/genedforumdisc
https://tinyurl.com/genedforumdisc
https://tinyurl.com/genedforumdisc
https://tinyurl.com/genedforumdisc


What’s next?



Phenomenon Observation* Data Rule Theory Explanation Prediction

Correct

*or, Experiment*

The “Padua” Rainbow 

#rainbow_diagram



Phenomenon Observation Data Rule Prediction

Mendel

Phenomenon Observation Data Theory Explanation Prediction

Darwin

BIOLOGY

Phenomenon Observation Data Rule Prediction

Kepler

Phenomenon Observation Data Rule Theory Explanation Prediction

Newton

PHYSICS
#theoretical_empirical 



Phenomenon Observation Data Rule Prediction

Mendel

Phenomenon Observation Data Theory Explanation Prediction

Darwin

Phenomenon Observation Data Rule Prediction

Kepler

Phenomenon Observation Data Rule Theory Explanation Prediction

Newton

NO FULLY PREDICTIVE GENERAL THEORY

Fully Predictive GENERAL THOERY

1865

1859

1609

1687

#deterministic_vs_probabilistic 



  “machine learning”

Phenomenon Observation Data Rule Theory Explanation Prediction

Phenomenon Observation Data Prediction

20th century

21st century?

The FUTURE of the Future 

#machine_learning

#artificial_intelligence

#samplesize

#framework_testing



  “machine learning”

Phenomenon Observation Data Rule Theory Explanation Prediction

Phenomenon Observation Data Prediction

20th century

21st century?

Important: NOT all data science is AI 

#machine_learning

#artificial_intelligence

#samplesize

#framework_testing



predictionx.org/data-driven-dilemmas 

Important: NOT all data science is AI 
#theoretical_empirical 

https://www.predictionx.org/data-driven-dilemmas


predictionx.org/data-driven-dilemmas 

Mechanism v. “Data Science”
#theoretical_empirical 

#samplesize #technology_theoretical_computation_and_math #public_reaction #unknown_unknowns

#uncertainty #biases #framework_testing #personal_or_societal

https://www.predictionx.org/data-driven-dilemmas


gluesolutions.io/social-impact predictionx.org/uncertainty-covid19

Mechanism (v.) Data Science & Uncertainty
#samplesize #technology_theoretical_computation_and_math #public_reaction #unknown_unknowns

#uncertainty #biases #framework_testing #personal_or_societal

https://www.gluesolutions.io/social-impact
https://predictionx.org/uncertainty-covid19
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Inputs, from the Framework

Weather/Climate 
simulating spatial 

processes

Systems Biology 
simulating non-
spatial processes

Mobile Health 
statistical 

predictions  
of behavior

Genomics 
statistical predictions  

of physical traits

#framework_model_inputs

#theoretical_empirical



Weather/Climate 
simulating spatial 

processes

STATISTICALSIMULATION

,

Systems Biology 
simulating non-spatial 

processes

Mobile Health 
statistical predictions  

of behavior

Genomics 
statistical predictions  

of physical traits

SIMULATION STATISTICAL

Which (also) use “AI,” and how?

#theoretical_empirical



Canvas Page on  
Modern Predictions & AI 

lists several helpful videos 
& websites

#machine_learning
#artificial_intelligence
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Hmm… how about just “classification”?

https://towardsdatascience.com/the-a-z-of-ai-and-machine-learning-comprehensive-glossary-fb6f0dd8230


Classification 
In machine learning and statistics, classification is a 
supervised learning algorithm technique that allows machines 
to assign categories to data points (categorize data into a 
given number of classes). Classification (decision trees and 
neural network classifiers) can be used for text classification 
in marketing.

machine learning statistics classification supervised learning

algorithm machines data neural networkdecision treesclasses

Learning to speak “artificial intelligence”…artificial intelligence



statistics

classification

an approach to 
analyzing data, 
using an  algorithm

machines

data

neural networkdecision trees

artificial intelligence

(input) information

defined by rules, 
which can be 
implemented on 

one algorithmic approach 
to (statistical) tasks is

algorithms’ task is to categorize data

classes

types of supervised ML classifiers are and

which ultimately sort data into

using examples of categories desired, one can “train”  or “supervise” an 
algorithm to learn to classify data. Such an algorithm is just one kind of 
AI, called supervised learning, which itself is one type of the more 
general class of algorithms known as machine learning

supervised learning

(AI)

 (ML)machine learning



A random forest is simply a collection of decision trees 
whose results are aggregated into one final result. Their 
ability to limit overfitting without substantially increasing 
error due to bias is why they are such powerful models.

towardsdatascience.com/decision-trees-and-random-forests-df0c3123f991 

decision trees

https://towardsdatascience.com/decision-trees-and-random-forests-df0c3123f991


WorldWide Telescope



BIG DATA and ”Human-Aided Computing” 

example here from: Beaumont, Goodman, Kendrew, Williams & Simpson 2014; based on Milky Way Project catalog (Simpson et al. 2013), which came from 
Spitzer/GLIMPSE (Churchwell et al. 2009, Benjamin et al. 2003), cf. Shenoy & Tan 2008 for discussion of HAC; astroml.org for machine learning advice/tools

mark bubbles

machine-
learning 
algorithm 
(Brut)

http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?doid=1357054.1357188
http://www.astroml.org


BIG DATA and ”Human-Aided Computing” 

example here from: Kaynig...Lichtman...Pfister et al. 2013, “Large-Scale Automatic Reconstruction of Neuronal Processes from Electron Microscopy
Images”; cf. Shenoy & Tan 2008 for discussion of HAC; astroml.org for machine learning advice/tools

25 GB volumetric cube

http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?doid=1357054.1357188
http://www.astroml.org


BIG DATA and ”Human-Aided Computing” 
mark neurons

machine-
learning 
algorithm 
(RF+CRF)

example here from: Kaynig...Lichtman...Pfister et al. 2013, “Large-Scale Automatic Reconstruction of Neuronal Processes from Electron Microscopy
Images”; cf. Shenoy & Tan 2008 for discussion of HAC; astroml.org for machine learning advice/tools (Note: RF=Random Forest; CRF=Conditional Random Fields.)

http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?doid=1357054.1357188
http://www.astroml.org


START

FINISH

WAKE UP PERFORM MORNING ROUTINE

CHECK EMAIL

GO TO CLASS

EAT LUNCH

 ATTEND SEMINARGET COFFEE
PERFORM 

CIVIC DUTY

FLY HOME

Mental health

Sales forecasting

Plagiarism checker

Longevity assessment

Spam filtering

Bayesian theory in juries

Landing optimization

The Adpocalypse

AI and Algorithms

DEREK’S 
DAY

Algorithmic
Forecasting  
in Everyday 

Life

https://tinyurl.com/derekday


Risk     Uncertainty  

Prediction Decision  

Example 1

Example 4

Example 5

Example 3

Example 6

Example 2

Heading here…



extra slides



Systems Biology 
simulating non-spatial 

processes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dchHehGDfkc 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dchHehGDfkc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dchHehGDfkc


Discussions: Derek’s Day
#artificial_intelligence(c.f. Derek’s Day) 

 
What processes, phenomena would you add to 
“Derek’s Day,” and are they “AI” or just 
“Data Science”?  
(And, yes, all AI is also Data Science.)



Table groups: where do simulation or statistical models come into your life? 
[contribute to the list at https://tinyurl.com/gened1112models]

https://tinyurl.com/gened1112models

